Abstract. We consider the category Cg of meromorphic finite-dimensional representations of the quantum elliptic algebra 13 constructed via Belavin's R-matrix, and the category CF of meromorphic finite-dimensional representations of Felder's elliptic quantum group £ T 2.(gl n ). For any fixed c € C, we use a version of the Vertex-IRF correspondence to construct two families of (generically) fully faithful functors 7i% : CB -> VB and J 7^ : Cp -> VB where VB is a certain category of infinitedimensional representations of B by difference operators. We use this to construct an equivalence between the abelian subcategory of CB generated by tensor products of vector representations and the abelian subcategory of Cp generated by tensor products of vector representations.
Categories of meromorphic representations.
In this section, we recall the definitions of various categories of representations of quantum elliptic algebras.
Notations: Let us fix r G C, Im(r) > 0, 7 G 1\Q and n > 2. Denote by (vi)f =l the canonical basis of C n and by (Eij)?^ the canonical basis of End(C n ), i.e EijVk = SjkVi . Let f) = {^ XiEu \ ]j[\ A^ = 0} be the space of diagonal traceless matrices. We have a natural identification \)* = {^ Aj-E^ | J2i ^i = 0}-I n particular, the weighty of Vi is Ui = E^ -^ E k El k .
Classical theta functions: The theta function ^j K '(t;r) with characteristics ^, K! G R is defined by the formula 
K , K '(t + T-T) = e-^-^+^X*'(*;?-)• (2)
Theta functions with different characteristics are related to each other by shifts of t: 
In particular, we set 6(i) = 6\\ (t;r). 
Meromorphic representations of the
The category CB* Following Faddeev, Reshetikhin, Takhtajan and SemenovTian-Shansky, one can define an algebra B from R B (z) ) using the RLL formalism-see [4] , [12] . However, we will only need to consider a certain category of modules over this algebra, defined as follows.
Let CB be the category whose objects are pairs (V,L(z)) where V is a finite dimensional vector space and
, satisfying the following relation in the space End(C n ) <g> End(y) <g> End(y):
(as meromorphic functions of z and IU); morphisms (V,
Obfis) for all w G C, where we set x(^) = ^(J)^ • This object is called the vector representation and will be denoted simply by VB(W).
The category CB is naturally a tensor category with tensor product
at the level of objects and with the usual tensor product at the level of morphisms.
There is a notion of a dual representation in the category CB'. the (right) dual of
t2 (first apply inversion, then apply the transposition in the second component £2)-liV,W E Obfis) and ip G Homc B (V,W) then ip* G Homc: B (W^*, V*), and the functor CB -* CB, V H-> V* is a contravariant equivalence of categories. Moreover, for V,W,Z G 06(CB), we have canonical isomorphisms {V ® W)* ~ (W* ® F*) and Homc B {V ® W, Z) ~ Homc B (V, Z 0 W*).
We will also need an extended category C^ defined as follows: objects of C% are objects of CB but we set 
Meromorphic representations of the elliptic quantum group

^,7/2(9^)-
Felder's dynamical R-matrix: let us consider the functions of two complex variables , n _ ga + 7)flU)
., n _ ^(^-0^ (7) weight decomposition Vi = © Vf and a(A) E End(0 i Vi) then As usual, indices indicate the components of the tensor product on which the operators act.
In addition, R F {z, A) satisfies the following two conditions:
The category C/r: It is possible to use R F (z,\) to define an algebra by the RLL-formalism (see [5] ): the elliptic quantum group ^,7/2(0^n(Q)-However, we will only need the following category of its representations CF , introduced by Felder in [5] and studied by Felder and Varchenko in [6] : objects are pairs (V, L(z, A)) where V is a finite-dimensional diagonalizable fy-module and L(z, A) : Cx fy* -» End(C n ) 0End(V) is an invertible meromorphic function which is (nui)-periodic in A and which satisfies the following two conditions:
This is the vector representation and it will be denoted by VF(W).
The category CF is naturally equipped with a tensor structure: it is defined on objects by 
There is a notion of a dual representation in the category
CF-the (right) dual of (V,L(z,X)) is (V*,L*(z,X))
The functor J 7^
: CF -> DB* In this section, we define a family of functors from meromorphic (finite-dimensional) representations ol£ T x (fi|f n (C)) to infinitedimensional representations of the quantum elliptic algebra B.
Twists by difference operators.
For any finite-dimensional diagonalizable [)-module V, let e* 0 G End^*) denote the shift operator:
and let S(z, X),S
, {z, A) : C x ()* -> End(C n ) be meromorphic and nondegenerate. Define the difference-twist
where
This is a difference operator acting on C n 0 V^*. 
Proof The proof is straightforward, using relation (6) (u) ,... , 0n(^)) is, up to renormalization, the unique holomorphic vector in C n satisfying the following monodromy relations:
*(u + r) = ei7r » -2i7r^ B$( w ). Proof The first relation is equivalent to the following identities for i, j = 1,... n:
These identities are proved by comparing poles and transformation properties under lattice translations as functions of z and w, and using the uniqueness of <I>. The second relation of the lemma is proved in the same way. These identities are essentially the Vertex/Interaction-Round-a-Face transform of statistical mechanics (see [9] , [11] and [7] for the case n = 2). D The Vertex-IRF transform first appeared in the work of Baxter [1] and was subsequently generalized to the Belavin R-matrix by Jimbo, Miwa and Okado in [10] . REMARK. We can think of the difference-twist and the relations in Lemma 2 as a dynamical analogue of the notion of equivalence of R-matrices due to Drinfeld and Belavin-see [2] . 
Construction of the functor !F£ : Cp -> ^B-
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2 that (V,L S^S *+ C (z)) e Ob{V B ). Furthermore, if <p(
A) G Homc F ((l / ,L(^,A)),(y / ,L / (z,A))) then by definition we have L'{z,X){l ® (p(\ -7/11)) = (1 ® ^(A))L(j2f, A), so that Si(* -x,A -ih 2 )L'{z, X)e^D l S 1 (z -x-c, A)"^! 0 y>(A)) = 5i(z -a?, A -ih2)L'{z, A)(l 0 ^(A -7/ii))e- 7jDl
The image of the trivial representation and the functor H
= (C,S(z -x,X)e-^D l S(z -x-c, A)" 1 ).
We will denote this object by /£. For instance, when n = 2, we obtain a representation of the Belavin quantum elliptic algebra as difference operators acting on the space of periodic meromorphic functions in one variable A, i.e given by an L-operator
L(z) _(a{z) b(z) c(z) d(z) where a(z), b(z), c(z), d(z) are operators of the form /(z)T_ 7 4-g(z)
where T_ 7 is the shift by -7. Such representations of B by difference operators already appeared in the work of Krichever, Zabrodin ( [11] ) (for n = 2) and Hasegawa ( [8] , [9] )(for the general case), where they were also derived by some Vertex-IRF correspondence. DEFINITION. Let c e C and let H* : CB -» VB be the functor defined by the assignment V -> /£ 0 V and which is trivial at the level of morphisms. The family of functors H^ gives rise to a functor H 0 : CQ -» Vg. Now Z/(z) is an elliptic function (of periods n and nr) so it is either constant or it has a pole. Restricting W to the subrepresentation Span(<p(A), A 6 f)*), we see that the latter case is impossible for generic x as the RHS of (12) has a pole at z = x 4-c only; hence L(z) is constant. Furthermore, from (12) we see that the matrix
Full faithfulness of the functor
is independent of z. In particular, setting z \-> z + 1 and using the transformation properties (10) Applying this to the vector e yields AdF(A)(M(A))(e) = £~*M(A)(e). This is possible for all A only if k = 0 (mod n). Hence X = 1 and (12) reduces to the equation Dip2{\) -^2(A+ 7/11). In particular <^(A) is 7(0;^ -a;^)-periodic. But by our assumption, <^(A) is (ncj^-periodic and 7 is real and irrational. Therefore <p(A) is constant and it is a morphism in the category CB-D Now, considering x as a parameter, we obtain: COROLLARY 1. The functor % c : C% -> V X B is fully faithful REMARK. Equation (12) shows that Hom^(/£,/.£ (8)1/)= Homp B (y*, J£ +C ). Thus the above proposition states that for any finite-dimensional representation V G (9&(CF) and for all but finitely many x mod Z + rZ, we have Homx> B (V*,/£) = Homc B (V*, C), where the isomorphism is induced by the embedding C C /£ (constant functions). However, for finitely many values of x mod Z + rZ, this may not be true: see [11] and [9] where some finite-dimensional subrepresentations of /£ are considered. 
We claim that the map <p( Note that for numerical values of x, T^ : Cp ->• % is always fully faithful, and T^iCp) a full subcategory of VB, but this is not true of 7-^, because of the existence of nontrivial finite-dimensional subrepresentations of /£.
